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Abstract—We present our new ideas on taking the first steps
towards cultivating synergy between model-driven engineering
(MDE), machine learning, and software clones. Specifically, we
describe our vision in realizing a cognizant virtual software
modeling assistant that uses the latter two to improve software
design and MDE. Software engineering has benefited greatly
from knowledge-based cognizant source code completion and
assistance, but MDE has few and limited analogous capabilities.
We outline our research directions by describing our vision
for a prototype assistant that provides suggestions to modelers
performing model creation or extension in the form of 1) complete
models for insertion or guidance, and 2) granular single-step
operations. These suggestions are derived by detecting clones of
the in-progress model and existing domain, organizational, and
exemplar models. We overview our envisioned workflow between
modeler and assistant, and, using Simulink as an example,
illustrate different manifestations including multiple overlays
with percentages and employing variant elements.
Index Terms—model driven engineering, model clones, model
clone detection, machine learning, software modeling

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a software development
approach employing high level formal abstractions as first
class artifacts [1]. There is notable adoption of MDE in
industry [2], the research community, and education. Due
to a variety of social, organizational, and technical factors,
there is still much room for innovation and increased model
quality [2], despite the demonstrable benefits and success
stories of those employing MDE.
Cognification is one way that has enhanced software development. For example, machine learning (ML) techniques
are used by software engineers employing traditional codebased approaches to estimate development effort [3] and assist
with coding [4]. Analogous techniques have yet to be significantly exploited in MDE. As pointed out at the ”2017 Grand
Challenges in Modelling” workshop, this inadequacy in the
state-of-the-art must be addressed by the software community
in order to support adoption and evolution of MDE [5]. One
aspect of cognification we believe to be especially promising
and valuable is the notion of a modeling bot, which can
act as a virtual software modeling assistant. By comparing
developers’ incomplete models to similar domain models and
exemplars, it can assist them by identifying inconsistencies
and recommending additions or changes [5].
In this paper, we describe our vision for this research direction by describing our approach involving a virtual assistant
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that analyzes an incomplete model/system undergoing development by looking for similar models in the form of type 3,
near-miss, clones [6] from the same project/organization, same
domain, and best practice exemplars, and provides suggestions
based on those models. We establish the impact and value
of this innovation by contrasting it with current practice, and
then present our new ideas involving how to achieve synergy
between MDE, ML, and software clones.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Techniques for assisting with traditional source code development have been successfully implemented by research
and industry alike. Proksch et al. [4], Raychev et al. [7],
and Asaduzzaman et al. [8] are notable examples that use
Bayesian networks, language-based techniques, and method
call and call site contexts, respectively. A popular example of
code completion is Eclipse’s code recommender system, which
suggests code based on API usage statistics. All of these are
successful examples to draw inspiration from for our vision.
We discuss the state-of-the-art in model assistance to position our ideas, and demonstrate their pertinence and potential
impact. Dyck et al. provided suggestions on how a UML
model recommender should appear based on a UML tools
survey [9]. Segura et al. created an assistant for modeling
language meta model development by querying textual data,
such as XML and RDF [10], which is different than our
task of model development, as is the data being queried.
Sen et al. [11], Mazanek et al. [12], Pati et al. [13], and
Steinmann and Ulke [14] all employ meta model modeling
language/grammar analysis to compute suggested potential
model modifications. All of this model-completion research
differs from our directions and approach in that our virtual
modeling assistant makes suggestions based on knowledge
derived from existing models. This includes the work most
related to ours, providing auto-completion suggestions based
on UML activity patterns [15]. It uses past editing operations
to identify completion opportunities, whereas our approach
identifies opportunities based on structurally similar models.
The most closely related concept in industry is the 2018a
version of Matlab Simulink, which contains a new feature that
performs proprietary model clone detection to facilitate reuse
and library replacement1 . While this method also employs
model clone detection, it is explicitly for refactoring completed
Simulink models. Our envisioned technique is intended for
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use in model creation and editing incomplete models (model
fragments), which is a different activity. Additionally, their
similarity detection algorithm is both proprietary and is limited
to having ”different block parameter values” only. Thus, many
Type 3 clones [6], such as those having additional blocks or
models using different types of blocks, will not be identified
using their built-in tool.
III. R ESEARCH V ISION
To describe our new research idea and direction at a high
level, we overview our envisioned approach by describing the
general work flow of a modeler in conjunction with the process
followed by a virtual software modeling assistant using model
clone detection. We summarize this in Figure 1. The process
begins with a modeler creating a new model or working on
an existing incomplete model. They either explicitly ask the
virtual modeling assistant for suggestions or, ideally, the suggestions appear in their modeling environment automatically
and relatively unobtrusively. The virtual modeling assistant
analyzes the incomplete model, X, and attempts to find similar
models, Y, based on using near-miss model clone detection on
its knowledge base. The knowledge base is formed from models from the same project and organization, the same domain,
and best practice exemplars. An important consideration and
challenge is questioning where the models for the latter two
of these sources will come from and if they will be sufficient.
With the increasing prevalence of MDE [2], we believe model
repositories, such as MDEForge [16] and the Lindholmen
Dataset [17], company internal repositories, and popular open
source repositories that contain models, such as GitHub and
SourceForge, will continue to cultivate a rise in available
model artifacts. Once the modeling assistant determines the
set of similar models, Y, it analyzes Y to determine what
suggestions to provide the modeler. Based on inspiration from
analogous code completion research [4], [18], we will base
this on prevalence statistics, user rankings/input to help avoid
perpetuating poor modeling practices, and context analysis.
Lastly, the modeling assistant presents suggestions in a form
conducive to the modeler. We have two different ideas for
the nature of these suggestions which is the focus of the
next section: having an virtual modeling assistant suggest
1) a complete model, for guidance or direct insertion; or 2)
granular, single operation, suggestions.
A. Technical Details and Prototype
To illustrate our vision and the directions we envision this
research taking, we outline our proposed prototype employing
the synergy among MDE, ML, and software clones: the
Simulink Virtual Modeling Assistant (SimVMA). SimVMA
will guide Simulink developers in their native Simulink environment as they create and extend their models. We focus on
Simulink as it has the most mature techniques for model clone
detection [19] and is quite popular and growing in automotive,
aerospace, and many other embedded domains. Additionally,
modelers often create their Simulink models in a modular and
structured fashion. However, the framework and technologies

we develop in this work will not be Simulink-specific and
should be generalizable to other model types. We specifically
plan on using the Simone model clone detector [6] developed
by Alalfi et al. According to evaluations [20], Simone is 1)
the most adept Simulink clone detector for detecting type
3 near-miss clones, which are similar models according to
a specific similarity definition, and 2) capable of handling
large model collections very efficiently. Simone measures
model similarity accurately, and is able to tackle various
model comparison challenges including similar elements with
different names [19]. To realize our vision initially, we will
define and create different and independent capabilities for
SimVMA, which we now overview in the two sections that
follow.
1) Suggesting Entire Models/Systems: One capability is
having SimVMA analyze an incomplete system being worked
on by a modeler, and presenting similar systems that they
can import/clone, as a whole, into their workspace for editing.
We demonstrate this in our mock-up in Figure 2 whereby the
model on the left represents a system in progress, and, after
the modeler asks SimVMA for recommendations, SimVMA
presents the two model systems on the right. The modeler
could then either click on one those models to auto-complete
their incomplete model, or keep them displayed for inspiration.
These example models are completed power window models
from the Simulink demonstration set2 . This ability to insert
entire systems in place of an incomplete system is useful as it
is analogous to snippet matching in source code [21]. It differs
from the state-of-the-art since it will detect clone system
suggestions with different block types and additional/deleted
blocks (Type 3) instead of just different parameters, and can
be used for model completion/extension instead of library
extraction.
2) Single Operation Suggestions: This direction of our
research vision involves us realizing a modeling assistant
that provides step-wise suggestions to modelers, similar to
Eclipse’s code recommender, that are based on ML and
software clones. Specifically, SimVMA will analyze model
set Y to provide user suggestions and rank them based on
their prediction confidence. Using frequency as an example,
25% of systems from Y did A, 15% did B, 10% did C,
and so on. A, B, and C will be some form of model
modification. In ML and reasoning terms, all model clones
will be considered the knowledge base, and the current model
and its potential additions/edits will be the data undergoing
prediction. When it comes to model completion suggestions,
past research analyzing industrial and open-source Simulink
model repositories and edit histories indicate suggestions will
belong to one of eight modifications classes [22] identified by
Stephan et al. Using Bruch’s [18] information categories to
avoid common biases, we will employ edit operation frequency
as the number of occurrences of a model element in similar
models. Additionally, we will allow for weighted rankings of
model sources in the knowledge base as a user-configuration
2
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Fig. 1. Proposed Workflow of Modeler and Virtual Modeling Assistant

Fig. 2. SimVMA Whole Model/System Suggestion

option of the modeling assistant. For example, a modeler
can specify they favour best practice exemplar model clones
over project/organization model clones and model clones from
the same domain. This should help avoid perpetuating poor
modeling practices. We will also consider context information
in our data processing and predictions. That is, our approach
will assign higher weights/ranking to operations that come
from model clones that have a higher similarity value (less
difference) to a model than those with lower similarity values
(more different), which aligns with Bruch’s matching neighbour information concept [18]. This capability is useful for
both model creation and existing-model editing, and can also
be applied by a modeler after using our entire model insertion
capability.
One avenue we envision is overlaying various suggestions directly onto the modeler’s system in the Simulink
modeling environment through scripts. Specifically, as pictured in our manually-created example in Figure 3, we will
present different options in different colours with the percentages displayed adjacently. These percentages represent
how often these elements/suggestions appeared in similar
models. So, in this example, the modeler has created and
connected three systems, driver switch; passenger switch; and
the power window control system, and asks SimVMA how
they could proceed. SimVMA presents three annotated options through the modeling interface, sorted vertically by
ranking/percentage confidence. The modeler can select one

Fig. 3. SimVMA Single-Step Suggestions with Percentages

of the options, triggering SimVMA to connect the existing
system to the selected option automatically. The modeler can
also disregard the suggestions if they feel none of them are
applicable to their needs.
Another option we foresee is using Simulink variability
blocks. Continuing our example, SimVMA can add all three
blocks to a Simulink Variant subsystem 3 . A Simulink Variant
subsystem encapsulates multiple implementations of a subsystem, which can include a single block or more. Only one
implementation is active during model execution, which is
selected by a modeler programmatically (textually) or at the
modeling level. As we demonstrate in Figure 4, the SimVMA
suggestion will appear as a single variant block connected
3
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Considering our research directions are at an early-stage, we
welcome and look forward to feedback from the community
as we embark on making this vision a reality.
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Fig. 4. SimVMA Variant Subsystem Alternative
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option is the possibility of having many Variant subsystems
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